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THE R.A.F. ATTACK IN CHANNEL BATTLE

First news of the whereabouts of the German Battleships came from

two Spitfires of Fighter Command carrying out a shipping reconnaissance

over the Channel yesterday morning (February 12).

They were flying beneath low cloud when, shortly before 11 o'clock, they

sighted the battleships with their attendant escort of destroyers and

E-Boats steaming up the French coast between Berck and Le Touquet. They

were almost immediately attacked by twelve Me.109Fs and subjected to intense

A.A. fire from the ships, but they evaded the opposition and returned to base.

Within a short time the first wave of the attack, a formation of torpedo
bombers with an escort of fifty fighters was on its way to the French coast.

Fresh waves of fighters, together with bomb-carrying Hurricanes, followed at

short intervals, and as the convoy cleared the Straits and made its way up

the Belgian coast it was incessantly harried by relays of fighters.

Hurricane and Spitfire squadrons kept up a series of almost continuous

attacks on the escort vessels, firing and bombing at times almost from mast

height, while above them other fighter squadrons engaged the strong

formations of Me. 109s and FW. 190s which formed a constant fighter screen

above the convoy.

From shortly after 11 a.m. until nearly 4 o’clock in the afternoon

fighters were constantly in action over the convoy.
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Pilots of one of the Squadrons escorting the torpedo bonders reported

seeing what appeared to be torpedoes striking one of the battleships and saw

explosions around the ship. This was then surrounded by light craft, some

of which appeared to our pilots to be British torpedo boats which were in
turn being attacked by the battleships' air escort of FW. 190s.

Three torpedo hits claimed were scored by a Beaufort Squadron of Coastal

Command led by Squadron Leader W.H. Cliff.

In extremely bad visibility in which it was rarely possible to see further

than half a mile, the Beauforts dropped their torpedoes in quick succession,
aimed at one or other of the large ships in the enemy convoy. To secure a clear

run for the torpedoes it was necessary to drop them within the destroyer screen

which put up a formidable barrage of anti-aircraft fire.

Squadron Leader Cliff said that the first sign of the enemy was an

escorting destroyer.

"Then suddenly" he said, "We saw the big chaps. They had buckets of

fighters escorting them.

"We all dropped our torpedoes within ten seconds of each other, and I

am certain we hit one of them.”

One Beaufort of this squadron had the perspex over the pilot's cabin blown

off by a shell burst. Four holes appeared in the port wing near the engine

and the rear gunner and the wireless operator were injured.

Another aircraft from this squadron probably destroyed one of two Me. 109 s

by which it was attacked after dropping a torpedo which was seen to run

directly towards the Prinz Eugen. Although the Beaufort’s tail plane was

damaged, its crew succeeded in driving off the two Me.l09s, one of which was

last seen going down in an almost vertical dive towards the sea.

Not one of this Beaufort formation was lost. /
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In one of the morning sorties, eight Hurricane pilots of one

squadron, closing to within fifty yards of their target, attacked a

formation of destroyers and corvettes in the face of the most intense

pom-pom and A.A. fire.

A Hurricane bomber squadron with an escort of Spitfires fought

its way through to the convey though twice attacked by
formations of thirty Me. 109s. While the Spitfires engaged the enemy

fighters the Hurricanes went down almost to sea-level to deliver their

attacks on an escort vessel. Two pilots scored direct hits with 250 lb.

bombs on a 500 ton ship which broke in two and sank immediately.
A smaller ship, attacked from mast-height by two other members of the

squadron, was left enveloped in smoke and flame.

A Spitfire pilot, attacked by three Me. 109s simultaneously,
sent a burst of cannon fire into the nearest, saw it crash into its

neighbour and both aircraft, interlocked, go down into the sea.

The third Me. promptly made off.

A strong force of enemy fighters was encountered over the convoy,
but the tactics of the German pilots was to try and draw our fighters

over to the coast rather than to engage them in combat. In this action

four enemy fighters, two Me. 109 s, one Me. 109E and an FW 190H were destroy-
ed by a New Zealand squadron without loss to themselves.

While the ships were in Brest a watch was kept upon them by aircraft of

Coastal Command. They were photographed whenever weather permitted, and when,
because of cloud, it wss impossible to use cameras, fast Beaufighters dashed

across Brest harbour at chimney-pot height, defying the immense concentration

of anti-aircraft fire, so that visual reconnaissance reports could be

brought home.
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